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Abstract—A numerical simulator of satellite microwaveradiometric observations of orographically complex scenes, at various frequencies and observation angles, has been developed. The
Simulator of Topographic Artefacts in MIcrowave RAdiometry
(STAMIRA) exploits the information on the relief, extracted from
a digital elevation model, and has been applied to a test case concerning a mountainous area in the Alps by assuming a simplified
land-cover scenario consisting of bare terrain with two kinds of
roughness (smooth and rough soils). The 1–10-GHz range has
been considered to determine scattering and emission of soil and
a nonscattering atmosphere has been supposed. The simulations
have shown the large impact of the rotation of the polarization
plane and of the brightness-temperature enhancement occurring
for facets illuminated by radiation from the surrounding elevated
terrain with respect to flat surfaces which scatter atmospheric
downward radiation only. By considering also the antenna-pattern
integration and the dependence of surface emissivity on the local
observation angle, we have found that, for our case study, the
brightness temperature is larger than that measured observing a
flat terrain at horizontal polarization. At vertical polarization, the
opposite occurs. These differences are analyzed and quantified.
Index Terms—Microwave radiometry, relief, topography.

I. I NTRODUCTION

H

ILLY and mountainous areas represent important targets to be observed from satellites, particularly for hydrological purposes. Over these areas, the surface effective
emission and the atmospheric contribution are considerably
influenced by relief effects [1]. Quantifying these effects on
the measurements of a spaceborne microwave radiometer is
important because most of the algorithms developed to retrieve
biogeophysical parameters, such as soil moisture, assume that
the Earth surface is horizontal, so that their application for areas
with complex topography may lead to significant errors.
Relief effects (i.e., surface roughness at pixel scale) influence the upwelling brightness temperature (TB ) measured by
a satellite microwave radiometer in numerous ways [1], [2].
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The atmospheric contributions are modified due to their dependence on the surface altitude; the downwelling atmospheric
radiation can be shadowed, and radiation emitted by one tilted
surface can be reflected by another one. The radiometer local
observation angle is function of the surface slope and aspect,
and a depolarization effect occurs, due to a rotation of the
linear-polarization plane. Moreover, at microwave frequencies,
the highly inhomogeneous features of the mountainous scenario should be compared with the relatively large antenna
footprints [3].
In [1], Mätzler and Standley investigated the topography
effects for microwave radiometry over land, particularly focusing on the shadowing of sky radiation by an elevated horizon.
They stated that a pixel illuminated by the radiation coming
from neighbors located at higher altitude increases its TB with
respect to a pixel that scatters atmospheric downward radiation
only. This increase was computed by assuming that the elevated
surface was a blackbody at constant temperature and for a
Lambertian scattering surface.
The influence of the relief was also considered in [2], [4],
and [5]. These investigations concerned the L-band Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) instrument (using aperture
synthesis) only. In [2], the level of topography influencing the
radiometric signal was assessed, while in [4] it has been shown
that, for the region of Catalonia (Spain), the maximum variations of local incidence angle due to topography can reach 55◦ .
In a previous paper [3], we quantified the effect of the modification of the local observation angle and of the rotation of
the plane of linear polarization, due to the relief, on the emitted
component of the upwelling brightness temperature. Moreover,
we produced an approximated evaluation of the impact of these
effects on soil-moisture retrieval because the study concerned
frequency channels devoted to this application.
In this paper, we aim at producing a complete quantification of the topographic effects on the spaceborne microwaveradiometric measurements thus complementing the previous
studies on this topic. For this purpose, we have developed a
software package named Simulator of Topographic Artefacts in
MIcrowave RAdiometry (STAMIRA) that is able to operate at
various microwave frequencies and observation angles.
While the atmospheric contribution is accounted for through
a radiative-transfer scheme already validated (e.g., [6]) and
the thermal-emission contribution is computed as in [3], the
original aspect of this paper is mainly represented by the
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consideration of the downwelling radiation scattered by the
surface. Its calculation, in the presence of a complex relief, is
a fairly complicated task because the downwelling radiation is
originated either from the sky or from the elevated landscape,
depending on the horizon. In addition, the bistatic-scattering
behavior of the surface has to be modeled. This paper is mainly
focused on the representation of both coherent and incoherent
components of surface scattering and on the approach for
determining the horizon and for discriminating radiation of the
elevated terrain from sky radiation.
The relief effects are quantified for a simple case study in
which the land cover is supposed to be bare soil with two
kinds of roughness (smooth and rough surfaces). To perform the
simulation, we have exploited a digital elevation model (DEM)
of Italy, and we have focused on the Alpine region and its
surroundings. The 1–10-GHz frequency range has been considered, and we have assumed two radiometer configurations
characterized by a conical scan.
In Section II we give a description of the various procedures used to determine the components of the radiation at
satellite level that are included in the simulator. Section III
analyzes the results of our study, and Section IV draws the main
conclusions.
II. S IMULATOR
The numerical simulation of a radiometric observation of a
mountainous area is based on the following formula, which
expresses the P -polarized upwelling TB (TBP ), where P may
be H (horizontal) or V (vertical), measured by a satellite
radiometer as
TBP = (TemP + TscP )t + Tup

(1)

where TemP is the P -polarized emitted component, t is the
atmospheric transmittance, Tup is the atmospheric upwelling
radiation, and TscP is the P -polarized downwelling radiation
scattered by the considered surface. In the following, we illustrate the computation of the various terms of (1) implemented
in STAMIRA.
A. Atmospheric Parameters
STAMIRA includes two relationships, which express the
trend of the radiative effective emitting temperature Tmr
(weighted-average profile temperature) of the atmosphere and
of the atmospheric optical thickness τ versus the surface
altitude z (derived from the DEM). The functional forms of
these relationships depend on frequency. To infer them, we
have first used a radiative-transfer scheme, assuming a planeparallel nonscattering atmosphere [6], which has allowed us
to compute both Tmr and τ from a set of vertical profiles
of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity, obtained from
meteorological analysis fields provided by the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Note that,
for the sake of simplicity, the upwelling and downwelling Tmr
have been supposed equal and the extraterrestrial TB has been
approximated to the cosmic background (Tcos = 2.75 K) at all

the frequencies. Supposing a single narrow-band receiver, the
following relations apply
t = e−τ /μ
Tup = Tmr (1 − t)
Tsky = Tmr (1 − t) + Tcos t

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

where μ is the cosine of the observation angle and Tsky is the
sky radiation.
Considering that, in a mountainous zone, the atmospheric
contributions depend on the surface altitude, we have computed the Tmr and τ values for various surface heights and at
different times in order to derive their mean trend versus z.
The spatial sampling extends over an Alpine zone of 128 ×
128 km (the same considered in [3], whose limits are
45.9◦ −47.0◦ N, 7.7◦ −9.4◦ E). As for the temporal sampling,
the ECMWF analysis fields have been collected throughout
the first ten days of each month of year 2000. Then, we have
fitted the trends with a polynomial relationship to determine the
expected atmospheric contribution of each DEM element as a
function of its height. For the X-band, we have used a seconddegree polynomial for Tmr and a first-degree polynomial for τ ,
while at the C- and L-bands, the atmosphere is almost transparent in nonscattering conditions [7], with very small values
of τ almost constant in the range of surface heights. Note that,
although in this study we apply our simulator to the 1–10-GHz
frequency range, we foresee extending the use of STAMIRA at
higher frequencies too, where the atmosphere is far from being
transparent, even in the absence of scattering phenomena.
B. Emitted Component
STAMIRA includes a module for the computation of TemP
that is based on the study carried out in [3]. For each DEM
element, this module derives the aspect and the slope angles
and determines the local surface normal. Then, it calculates
the angle between the surface normal and the radiometerobservation direction, i.e., the local observation angle θl , and
the angle between the polarization-basis vectors in the global
coordinate system (related to the direction of observation) and
in the local coordinate system (related to the surface element),
that is, the rotation angle of the polarization plane ψ. Note that
the radiometer-observation direction is not a constant term in
the simulator (see [3]), since a conical scanning is conceived
with constant zenith angle but varying azimuth.
To compute the emissivity of a facet of the DEM as a function
of θl , a model should be used. A semiempirical relationship that
is widely adopted to express the P -polarized emissivity of bare
soil (eP ) has the following form (e.g., [7]–[10]):


sp
eP (θl ) = 1 − Γsp
(3)
P (θl )(1 − qs ) − qs ΓQ (θl ) exp(−hs ).
In (3), qs is the polarization coupling factor, hs is a parameter
related to the surface roughness (at wavelength scale), while
sp
Γsp
P and ΓQ are the P - and Q-polarized (either H, or V ) specular Fresnel reflectivities (one minus the emissivities). Several
estimates for qs and hs were provided in the literature for
various frequencies, which are generally derived from experimental data.
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To accomplish this study, we have chosen the qs and hs
values provided by the investigation of Wang et al. [8] (hereafter, the Wang model) because they concern L-, C-, and
sp
X-bands. Γsp
H and ΓV have been evaluated by applying the soilpermittivity model by Dobson et al. [11]. We have considered
a terrain characterized by fairly standard values of volumetric
moisture (0.25) and dry-soil density (1.3 g/m3 ), while the
fractions of sand and clay have been assumed equal to 32%
and 25%, respectively, and two values of standard deviation
of the surface height s, i.e., s = 0.73 cm (smooth soil) and
s = 2.45 cm (rough soil) have been used to describe the baresoil roughness (as in [8]).
After the calculation of eP as a function of θl , this parameter
has to be referenced to the global coordinate system through [3]
eP (θl , ψ) = eP (θl ) cos2 ψ + eQ (θl ) sin2 ψ.

(4)

Denoting by Ts the soil temperature of a certain DEM element
at height z, the emitted component of the P -polarized TB at
satellite level is
TemP = eP (θl , ψ)Ts (z).

(5)

While in [3] we made the simplifying hypothesis of a constant
soil temperature Ts , STAMIRA assumes that Ts decreases with
z according to a standard temperature gradient of 6.5 K/km.
Ts has been supposed constant with depth in the soil, over
the range of penetration of the considered frequencies, and the
temperature at sea level (z = 0) has been supposed to be 296 K.
C. Radiation Scattered by the Surface
While the computation of the atmospheric parameters and
of the emitted component relies on previous studies [3], [6],
the algorithm to calculate TscP in the presence of a complex
topography is the most distinctive aspect of this work.
The problem requires the knowledge of the soil bistaticscattering coefficient. For the sake of computation efficiency,
STAMIRA describes the surface bistatic-scattering behavior at
P -polarization through a combination of a specular coherent
component and a term depending on the cosine of the scattering
zenith angle θs , representing the diffuse incoherent component. The cosinusoidal dependence on θs makes the incoherently scattered radiance independent of the scattering direction,
in relatively good agreement with the trend of the bistaticscattering coefficient versus θs (for a given incidence angle)
that we have assessed in [12] by exploiting a well-established
physical model, such as the Advanced Integral Equation Model
(AIEM) [13]. With this simplifying assumption, considering
the local coordinate system, the sum σP0 of the copolarized
(σP0 P ) and cross-polarized (σP0 Q ) components of the bistaticscattering coefficient is given by
0
σP0 P + σP0 Q = σP0 = (1 − α)σ0P
(θl ) cos θs

+α

4πΓsp
P cos θl
δ(θs − θsp )δ(ϕs − ϕsp ) (6)
sin θsp

where θl , in this case, is the incidence angle in the local frame, δ
is the Dirac function, θsp and ϕsp denote the zenith and azimuth
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angles corresponding to the specular direction, respectively, α,
spanning the interval [0, 1], represents the specularity factor,
0
describes the dependence of the incoherand the quantity σ0P
ent component on θl . Note that the dependence of σP0 P and
σP0 Q on (θl , θs ; ϕl , ϕs ) has been omitted from the notation for
conciseness.
While in (3) θl is the direction from which the emissivity
is observed, σP0 relates the magnitude of the power scattered
in the direction (θs , ϕs ) to the power incident from (θl , ϕl )
(see [14]). This apparently different meaning of θl between (3)
and (6) is due to the application of the Kirchhoff’s radiation
law [14] which states that eP (θl ) is equal to one minus the
reflectivity ΓP (θl ). To determine ΓP (θl ), σP0 must be integrated
over dΩs = sin θs dθs dϕs , and divided by 4π cos θl . Performing the same kind of integration for the product Tsky σP0 , it is
also possible to calculate TscP (θl ), as will be shown later on
[see (9)].
The result of the integration of σP0 over the upper hemisphere is

1
σP0 dΩs
ΓP (θl ) = 1−eP (θl ) =
4π cos θl
2π

=

0
(θl )
(1−α)σ0P
sp
in
+αΓsp
P (θl ) = (1−α)ΓP +αΓP (θl ).
4 cos θl

(7)
0
In (7), we have put Γin
P = σ0P (θl )/(4 cos θl ), where the superscript in indicates that this quantity originates from the
incoherent component of the bistatic-scattering coefficient. To
make ΓP (θl ) consistent with the expression of eP (θl ) given by
(3), we have found the following:

α = (1 − qs ) exp(−hs )
Γin
P = qs Γ0Q exp(−hs )/(1 − α).

(8a)
(8b)

Note that in this way, the amplitude of the coherent component
contains a factor exp(−hs ), thus, being in agreement with wellknown relationships (e.g., scalar approximation of the Physical
Optics formulation, see [15]) accounting for a factor equal to
exp(−4k02 cos2 θl s2 ), which attenuates the specular coherent
component for increasing roughness (k0 is the wavenumber).
Moreover, to verify reciprocity, Γin
P should not depend on
θl , so that an average over the range 0◦ –90◦ has been carried out.
Once both the coherent and incoherent components of the
surface reflectivity are known, we can express the downwelling
brightness temperature scattered by a facet of the DEM TscP
[see (1)] that (in the local frame) is given by [14]

1
σP0 Tsky (θs )dΩs .
(9)
TscP (θl ) =
4π cos θl
2π

Note that, as mentioned in Section II-A, we have supposed a
plane-parallel atmosphere so that Tsky does not depend on the
azimuth angle.
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Fig. 1. Various contributions to TscP . Left panel shows the horizon of a
surface element and the corresponding solid angles under which the element
sees the (ΔΩground ) elevated landscape and (ΔΩsky ) the sky. Right panel
shows the components of the brightness-temperature incident upon the surface
coming from (TBground ) below and (Tsky ) above the horizon.

In the presence of relief, each surface element (an individual
cell of the DEM) may diffuse both the sky radiation and the
radiation from the elevated landscape. Moreover, when substituting the expression of σP0 in (9), it has to be considered that
cos θs is given by n · m, i.e., by the scalar product between the
unit vector n denoting the surface normal and that representing
the direction from which the radiation impinges on the surface.
By indicating with ΔΩground the solid angle under which each
individual facet observes the surrounding terrain, with ΔΩsky
the corresponding quantity for the sky radiation, and accounting
for (6)–(8), we can write
 in 
TscP = αΓsp
P Tsp + (1 − α) ΓP /π
⎡

⎢
×⎣
TBground (θs , ϕs , z)[n · m]dΩs
ΔΩground


+

⎤
⎥
Tsky (θs , z)[n · m]dΩs ⎦ .

(10)

ΔΩsky

In (10), Tsp is the brightness temperature coming from the
specular direction (either from the sky, or from an elevated
surface, depending on the horizon) being coherently reflected,
while TBground is the downwelling TB coming from below the
horizon. Fig. 1 explains the geometry.
The term within the square brackets in (10) is proportional to
the irradiance incident on the surface. To discriminate between
the irradiance due to the elevated terrain [first integral of
(10)] and sky radiation (second integral), as well as to determine the horizon of every DEM facet, we have implemented
inside STAMIRA a module based on a sort of ray-tracing
algorithm.
We have considered a moving window centered around each
facet, so that the rays originate from the center and their length
depends on the dimension of the window, as shown in the upper
panel of Fig. 2, in which black lines mark grid boxes, while
blue and red lines mark radiation paths. In particular, red lines
cross pixels that are visible from the central one, while a blue
line crosses hidden pixels. To make the central element of the
window clearly identifiable, the rays crossing it are not drawn
in the figure.
The central and bottom panels of Fig. 2 show the way
STAMIRA finds the horizon of each path and discriminates

Fig. 2. Ray-tracing algorithm applied to a moving window surrounding each
DEM cell. Upper panel shows the paths between the center and the edge of the
window. Black lines mark grid boxes, blue and red lines mark radiation paths
crossing either (blue lines) hidden facets or (red lines) visible facets. Central
and lower panels illustrate the evaluation of the horizon for each path and the
discrimination of (red) visible DEM elements from (blue) hidden ones. Note
that z is the vertical axis, while the axes x and y define the horizontal plane.
See text for details.

visible (blue) and hidden (red) facets. In these panels, r identifies the rth ray (r = 1 : Nr , where Nr denotes the number of
paths between the center and the edge of the window) and Pk
indicates the kth facet crossed by the ray (k = 1 : Nrk , where
Nrk denotes the number of pixel crossed by the rth ray). In
this way, the dependence of unit vector m on (θs , ϕs ), omitted
from the notation of (10) for conciseness, is replaced by that on
(r, k), and the symbol mrk is used in the figure to make explicit
this dependence (see bottom panel).
First, STAMIRA scans the central coordinates of the DEM
cells along the ray to search for the zenith angle of the horizon
θr max and identifies the corresponding pixel (the peripheral
facet P5 in the example of the central panel of Fig. 2), whose
distance from the central one (C) is indicated as dmax . Facets
whose distance from C is larger than dmax (P6 and P7 , in the
example) are not visible. Then, STAMIRA performs a scan of
the other pixels along the considered ray (distances that are
less than or equal to dmax ): let us indicate as θk (k = 1 : Nkr )
the angle between the vertical axis (z) and the line connecting
C with Pk (CPk ), with θsk (k = 1 : Nkr ) the angle between
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the normal to C (n) and mrk (see bottom panel where the
central one is zoomed considering only C, P1 , and P2 ), and
with θqk (k = 1 : Nkr ) the angle between the normal to Pk (nk )
and CPk (see bottom panel). The kth peripheral facet is visible
if all the following three conditions are verified: 1) θk < θh
(h = 1 : k − 1); 2) θsk < 90◦ ; and 3) θqk < 90◦ .
It can be observed that, in the example of Fig. 2, P1 is not
visible (blue) because θq1 > 90◦ . The same applies for P3 that
is oriented in the same way as P1 with respect to C (θq3 is not
shown for conciseness), while P4 is hidden because θ4 is larger
than θ2 and θ3 . It is worth noting that θk is given by the sum of
θsk plus the slope angle of C. The computations of θsk and θqk
are described in Appendix A.
Once STAMIRA has established that a peripheral pixel is
visible from the central one, it calculates the TB emitted by
the former toward the latter (i.e., TBground , which is a function
of θqk ) and the solid angle under which the central facet observes the peripheral one ΔΩground (r, k). All the contributions
originating from the elevated terrain are finally summed, so that
the first integral in (10) has been approximated as
Nr Nrk

[Tground (r, k, z)(n · mrk )ΔΩground (r, k)]

I1 =

(11)

r=1 k=1

where the polarizations are not indicated for conciseness and
TBground has been evaluated as in (5), so that it depends on
the surface altitude z. To sum all the contributions from the
elevated landscape, they have been referenced to the local
coordinate system of the central pixel. Successively, TscP has
been referenced to the global frame [see (4)].
To calculate the irradiance due to sky radiation, it must be
considered that, for each ray, sky radiation is limited to the
incidence angles between 0◦ and θr max (see Fig. 2, central
panel) so that the second integral in (10) can be approximated as
⎡
⎤
θ
r max
Nr
⎣Δϕr
I2 =
Tsky (θs , z) [n · mr (θs )] dθs ⎦ . (12)
r=1

0

In (12), Δϕr represents the increment of the azimuth angle
between two adjacent rays, and Tsky has been computed
through (2a) and (2c). With respect to (11), one integral has not
been approximated through a sum because it can be computed
in closed form, so that instead of mrk , we use the notation
mr (θs ). The integral has been tabulated for several values of
θr max and z in order to speed up the computation. Note that
θr max in the absolute frame is upper limited by the maximum
zenith angle of π/2 in the local frame.
Before ending this section, the computation of the specular
component Tsp in (10) has to be illustrated. According to
the relationships written in Appendix B, STAMIRA adopts a
“reverse ray tracing” and determines the DEM element in the
specular direction ssp with respect to the observation direction,
represented by the versor si , as shown in Fig. 3. Versor ssp can
be represented also by the zenith angle θsp and the azimuth
angle ϕsp in the absolute frame (see Appendix B). Azimuth
ϕsp defines, in the window centered on the element, the ray
that has to be examined to determine whether Tsp comes from
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Fig. 3. Specular direction denoted by versor ssp , while si represents the
looking direction. Upper and lower panels show the cases in which the radiation
coming from specular direction is originated from the sky and from the ground,
respectively.

the sky or from the elevated landscape (the rth ray in Fig. 3).
For this ray, if θsp < θr max (upper panel of Fig. 3), sky radiation is reflected, otherwise, the specular reflection concerns
brightness temperature emitted from the ground (lower panel
of Fig. 3). In the former case, Tsp has been computed through
(2a) and (2c), while in the latter case, as in (5) and depends on
polarization.
The computation of the number N of DEM elements comprised in every radiometric pixel, i.e., in the instantaneous field
of view (IFOV) of the radiometer antenna, and the evaluation
of the antenna temperature has been finally accomplished by
making the same simplifying hypotheses as in [3], except
for the estimation of the pixels affected by shadowing in the
antenna footprint, which has been performed as in [4]. We have
supposed, for simplicity, that the antenna is characterized by
major lobe efficiency equal to one and by a constant directivity D within the major lobe. Indicating by θni the slope
angle of the ith element of the DEM included in the considered radiometric pixel, by θli its local observation angle, and
by TBP i its brightness temperature, the antenna temperature
TP (again, P represents polarization) has been approximated
as [3]
N


TP =

i=1

N


TBP i DΩi

N


i=1

=
DΩi

i=1

N


θli
TBP i D HA2cos
cos θni

N


i=1

θli
D HA2cos
cos θni

=

i=1

cos θli
TBP i cos
θni

N


i=1

cos θli
cos θni

.
(13)

In (13), A is the area of a DEM element referenced to a
projection on the horizontal plane so that its actual area is
given by (A/ cos θni ), while Ωi is the solid angle under which
the ith facet is observed by the radiometer that is equal to
(A cos θli /H 2 cos θni ), H being the range from the DEM cell
to the satellite, which is constant, assuming a conical scanning,
a narrow beam, and neglecting the cell height with respect to
the satellite height (see [3]).
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III. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
To perform the quantification of the relief effects, we have focused our analysis on a mountainous area in the Alps (Northern
Italy), and we have derived the topography from a DEM of Italy
having a spatial resolution of 250 × 250 m. We have simulated
the radiometric image for three frequency bands: 1.4, 6.9, and
10.6 GHz by assuming a conically scanning sensor. For the
latter two bands, we have made reference to the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System
(AMSR-E) [16], supposing a sensor observing the Earth at 55◦
from an altitude of 705 km. In this case, the following spatial
resolutions have been supposed: 75 × 43 km for C-band and
51 × 29 km for X-band [16]. For L-band (1.4 GHz), we have
considered an instrument characterized by an observation angle
of 40◦ and orbiting at 670 km of altitude, as that foreseen for
the radiometer aboard the future Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) mission [17]. A spatial resolution of 40 × 40 km has
been assumed.
For the AMSR-E-like scan, we have considered a portion of
512 × 512 elements of the DEM (i.e., 128 × 128 km) as in [3].
This portion, comprising a wide range of topography (the height
standard deviation is ∼800 m and the slope standard deviation
is ∼11◦ ), includes 63 radiometric pixels at C-band and 99 at
X-band, if a radiometric pixel spacing of 10 × 10 km [16] is
assumed. Regarding the L-band simulation, we have supposed
a radiometric pixel spacing on the order of the dimension of
the pixel itself, so that we have enlarged the area (1024 × 512
elements, i.e., 256 × 128 km), thus including 21 radiometric
pixels. A further widening of the area would have implied a
very high computational time.
The results of the AMSR-E-like and SMAP-like simulations
will be discussed by making reference to two quantities. The
first one is TP − TP _ﬂat , which is the difference between the
antenna temperature calculated through (13) and that computed
for a flat terrain (having the same roughness, moisture, and
composition) located at an altitude equal to the average of
the heights of the DEM facets within the antenna IFOV. The
term TP − TP _ﬂat permits the evaluation of the topographic
effects at subpixel scale on spaceborne radiometric observations, which is the objective of this work. The second quantity
is the corresponding one for the emitted component only,
i.e., TemP − TemP _ﬂat . Plots of TP − TPflat versus TemP −
TemP _ﬂat will be shown in Sections III-A and III-B to single
out both tilting effects on the emitted component and the effect
of the shadowing of sky radiation on the scattered component.

A. Results for C- and X-bands
Fig. 4 shows the results of our simulation exercise obtained
for the 6-GHz and 10-GHz frequency bands and for a rough
soil (s = 2.45 cm). It can be noted that all the points are located
above the principal diagonal (dashed line), i.e., TP − TP _ﬂat >
TemP − TemP _ﬂat . Moreover, at horizontal polarization
(H-pol), both TP − TP _ﬂat and TemP − TemP _ﬂat are positive
quantities, while the opposite occurs at V -pol.
The results are shown in Table I, which reports the average
values of TP − TP _ﬂat and TemP − TemP _ﬂat , computed over

Fig. 4. TP − TP _flat versus TemP − TemP _flat for a rough soil
(s = 2.45 cm). (Left panels) H polarization. (Right panels) V polarization.
(Upper panels) C-band. (Lower panels) X-band.
TABLE I
AVERAGE VALUES [K] OF TP − TP _flat AND TemP − TemP _flat

the 63 points for C-band and 99 for X-band considered in Fig. 4.
It includes the case of a smooth soil (s = 0.73 cm), too.
The results for the emitted component were analyzed in detail in [3]. Although in [3] a different emissivity model [18] was
used and the dependence of surface temperature on height was
neglected, the positive impact of variable terrain on the emitted
component at H-pol (i.e., TemH − TemH _ﬂat > 0) and the
negative one at V -pol are supported in this study, too, so that the
analyses we made to explain this behavior still apply. To briefly
summarize those findings, the values of TemP − TemP _ﬂat are
mainly determined by: 1) dependence of emissivity on local
observation angle θl ; 2) rotation of the polarization plane; and
3) antenna-pattern integration. As for the dependence on θl ,
the emissivity decreases with the increase of θl , except for a
smooth soil at V -pol. In this case, the decrease occurs for θl
larger than the Brewster angle, as shown in Fig. 5. The coupling
of the polarizations causes an increase of the emissivity at
H-pol and a decrease at V -pol. The beam-weighted integration
due to the antenna tends to raise the antenna temperature at
H-pol because, according to the Wang model, the facets with
the highest emissivity are those whose θli is small (see Fig. 5).
Since for these facets, (cos θli / cos θni ) is large [see (13)], they
appear to the radiometer under a larger solid angle. As for
V -pol, the facets producing the highest emission are observed at
the Brewster angle, where (cos θli / cos θni ) is relatively small.
The increase of TP − TP _ﬂat with respect to TemP −
TemP _ﬂat indicates that TscP (scattered component of the TB
at satellite level) in the presence of the relief is larger than
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Fig. 5. Emissivity versus observation angle for a smooth soil (s = 0.73 cm)
according to the Wang model [8].

the corresponding quantity computed for a horizontal surface
[see (1)]. Although according to (1), TBP depends on the
atmospheric variables too, making reference to TP _ﬂat and
TemP _ﬂat evaluated at the average height of the radiometric
pixel, the effects of height dependence on temperature and
atmospheric parameters are mitigated in Fig. 4, and the subpixel
topography effect is singled out.
The increase of TscP occurring in the presence of a complex topography can be explained by considering that surfaces
illuminated by radiation from surrounding elevated terrain enhance their TB with respect to the facet scattering atmospheric
downward radiation only [1], since TBground is larger than Tsky .
At V -pol, the increase of the scattered component due to the
radiation of the elevated landscape does not compensate for the
decrease of the emitted component, so that TV − TV _ﬂat < 0.
Conversely, at H-pol, this increase is added to that due to
the emitted component. In other words, the scattering contribution enhances the positive impact of a variable terrain on
the brightness temperature at H-pol, whereas it mitigates the
negative impact at V -pol. From Table I, we can observe that
the difference between TP − TP _ﬂat and TemP − TemP _ﬂat is
actually larger at H-pol (between 5.7 and 6.6 K) than at V -pol
(around 3 K).
The different behavior of scattering at the two linear polarizations originates from a combination of the polarization mixing
of the incident (from surrounding elevated terrain) and scattered
radiation [see (4)] and of the difference between horizontal and
vertical reflectivities.
It must be considered that, according to the Wang model,
the emissivity/reflectivity for a smooth soil is considerably
polarized around 55◦ (see Fig. 5). The use of a model predicting
a less polarized emissivity/reflectivity would imply a smaller
difference between TP − TP _ﬂat and TemP − TemP _ﬂat . For
example, by using in STAMIRA the expression for qs given
by Kerr and Njoku [7] and the value of hs used by Wang and
Choudhury [9], i.e., (2k0 s)2 , the emissivity values for small
observation angles (less than 40◦ ) are close to one (∼0.95).
Consequently, we have obtained, for s = 0.73 cm at C-band,
values of the mean differences considerably smaller than those
we got with the Wang model. The previous considerations
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Fig. 6. TP − TP _flat versus TemP − TemP _flat for L-band. (Left panels)
H polarization. (Right panels) V polarization. (Upper panels) Rough soil.
(Lower panels) Smooth soil.
TABLE II
SAME AS TABLE I BUT FOR L-BAND

suggest that the topographic effect is also dependent on the type
of surface cover.
B. Results for L-Band
The retrieval of biogeophysical parameters, such as soil
moisture, from measurements at L-band is assuming great
importance because of the future launches of the SMOS Mission [19] and of SMAP. It is therefore worthwhile to evaluate
the relief effects at L-band, too. As mentioned, STAMIRA
simulates a conical scan, consistent with SMAP specifications
[17]. The results for the SMAP-like simulation of a radiometric
image is shown in Fig. 6 and quantified in Table II.
In this case also, all the points are above the main diagonal. However, the difference between TP − TP _ﬂat and
TemP − TemP _ﬂat is smaller, being 4.7 K for a rough soil and
3.8 K for a smooth soil at H-pol. At V -pol, this difference is
∼2 K. This decrease with respect to the corresponding quantity
at C- and X-bands is mainly due to the fact that we are considering the SMAP observation angle, that is, local angles on the order of 40◦ . In this range, the difference between the emissivities
at H- and V -pol is smaller than that around 55◦ (see Fig. 5). The
aforementioned considerations explain also why the absolute
values of TemP − TemP _ﬂat are not as large as those found at
6 and 10 GHz. It is worth noting that the L-band emissivity at
H-pol is less than that at higher frequencies (see Fig. 5), while,
according to the Wang model, around 40◦ , the emissivity at
V -pol does not depend very much on frequency in the range
of 1–10 GHz.
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IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
A simulator of radiometric images of a terrain with complex
topography, named STAMIRA, has been developed in order to
evaluate the influence of the relief on spaceborne microwaveradiometric observations. The frequency range 1–10-GHz,
where the impact of the dependence of the atmospheric contributions on the altitude is fairly small, has been considered. The
study has been particularly focused on the scattered component
of the downwelling radiation that may be originated either from
the sky or from the elevated landscape. In particular, we have
concentrated our interest on some electromagnetic aspects of
the problem, that is, the bistatic-scattering behavior of the surface, the way to take into account the coherent reflection and on
the approach for determining the horizon and for discriminating
visible and hidden portions of the surface.
Major effects are those due to the polarization coupling and
to the fact that facets illuminated by radiation from surrounding
elevated terrain enhance the brightness temperature with respect to surfaces which scatter atmospheric downward radiation
only. These effects have been quantified for a simplified scenario in which the land cover has been assumed to be bare soil.
We have found that, at horizontal polarization, the brightness
temperature is larger than that measured observing a flat terrain.
This difference, at C- and X-bands, in average, may exceed
15 K for very smooth soils whose surface emission is strongly
polarized, according to the selected emission model. At
L-band, the difference has been quantified between 8.3 K
(rough soil) and 10.8 K (smooth soil). Conversely, at vertical polarization, the large impact of the polarization coupling
implies that the brightness temperature is smaller than that
measured observing a flat terrain. This decrease is partly compensated by the increase of the scattered brightness temperature
due to the surrounding elevated terrain.
Using STAMIRA, we have shown that disregarding the
terrain roughness at subpixel scale (i.e., the topography within
the IFOV) may lead to relevant discrepancies between surface
properties (e.g., soil moisture, temperature) and corresponding
radiometric observations. This paper is therefore intended as
providing a contribution to find a reliable road to account
for these discrepancies in an error budget when attempting to
estimate geophysical parameters from microwave radiometric
images. The future of this research will concern the development of an approach to mitigate these errors within an inversion
scheme. Such approach will include additional factors, such as
vegetation cover, soil temperature depending on solar illumination, and moisture profiles to be applied to actual scenarios.

A PPENDIX A
R ADIATION F ROM THE E LEVATED L ANDSCAPE
Let us consider (11), which basically represents the irradiance on a surface element due to the surfaces below the horizon,
and let us refer to the situation shown in Fig. 7, in which a
notation coherent with that used in Fig. 2 is adopted, so that C
is the central DEM facet and Pk , which illuminates C, is the
kth peripheral facet crossed by the considered ray (the rth one).
TBground (due to Pk ) is given by the soil temperature multiplied

Fig. 7.

Parameters involved in the computation of (11).

by the emissivity of Pk . To compute the latter, the angle θqk
between nk and CPk , has to be calculated. It is given by
nk · (−mrk ) = cos θqk = sin θnk cos ϕnk sin θpk cos ϕpk
+ sin θnk sin ϕnk sin θpk sin ϕpk
+ cos θnk cos θpk
= sin θnk sin θpk cos(ϕnk − ϕpk )
+ cos θnk cos θpk

(A1)

where θnk and ϕnk are the slope and aspect of facet Pk ,
respectively, computed from the DEM and θpk is the angle
between the vertical axis and CPk , given by 90◦ + γ = 90◦ +
sin−1 (Δh/d). ϕpk is the azimuth angle under which the peripheral facet sees the central one, d is the distance between C and
Pk , and Δh is the difference between their heights.
By adopting the same trigonometric relationship used to
write the equality between the third and fourth members of
(A1), the quantity n · mrk in (11) can be expressed as (see
Fig. 7)
n · mrk = cos θsk = sin θn sin θk cos(ϕn −ϕk )+cos θn cos θk .
(A2)
In (A2), θn and ϕn are the slope and aspect of facet C,
respectively, θk is given by 90◦ − γ, and ϕk is the azimuth angle
under which the central facet sees the peripheral one (ϕk differs
from ϕpk by 180◦ ). Finally, the solid angle under which Pk is
seen by C has to be evaluated. If A indicates the area of a DEM
element referenced to a projection on the horizontal plane [see
(13)], this angle is expressed by [3]
ΔΩground (r, k) =

A cos θqk
d2 cos θnk

(A3)

where the definition of d is derived from Fig. 7. It is worth
noting that (A2) applies also to calculate the quantity n · m(θs )
in (12). In this case, m(θs ) is identified by the integration
variable θs and by the azimuth angle ϕsp corresponding to the
considered ray (see the main text). The two quantities, (A1) and
(A2), together with θk = θn + θsk are also used to discriminate
the DEM elements which contribute to illuminate the central
one from hidden facets, as explained in Section II-C.
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A PPENDIX B
S PECULAR D IRECTION
To determine the specular direction for each DEM element,
represented by the versor ssp , we make reference to Fig. 3.
si is the versor representing the pointing direction (i.e., from
the antenna to the DEM element). It is equal to −o, where o
denotes the direction pointing toward the radiometer, so that
o = x0 sin θ0 cos ϕ0 + y0 sin θ0 sin ϕ0 + z0 cos θ0

(B1)

where x0 , y0 , z0 are the unit vectors of the Cartesian system
(absolute frame) and θ0 and ϕ0 are the zenith and azimuth
angles, respectively, identifying the radiometer position. The
specular versor ssp can be expressed as
ssp = si − 2(n · si )n.

(B2)

Once ssp is known, the zenith angle θsp and the azimuth
angle ϕsp identifying ssp are easy to determine
θsp = cos−1 (z0 · ssp )


x0 · ssp
−1
ϕsp = sin
.
sin θsp

(B3)
(B4)

Based on (B3) and (B4) relations, STAMIRA discriminates
between land or sky contribution to the illumination and, as in
the first case, identifies the contributing DEM element.
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